Henry Lymark, a leading research engineer in the field of the disabled died aged 65 on 20th January this year after a short illness.
Henry was born in Karlskrona, Sweden and educated at Vasteras. On completion of his engineering degree he spent a short period in the army and in 1950 he joined the Swedish Defence Research Unit where he remained until 1969. At that time he started his career working for the disabled at the Swedish Institute for the Handicapped. Apart from a short break from [1970] [1971] [1972] working for the Board for Technical Development he remained there until his retirement in 1989. During his time at the Handicap Institute he devoted all his energies to develop devices to aid the disabled. His main work was in upper extremity prosthetics and during this time he attained a worldwide reputation as one of the foremost research engineers in this field. His brilliance as an engineer was matched by deeply held feelings for the disabled with whom he demonstrated a very special empathy. He demanded much of his colleagues but always more of himself. He felt strongly that projects should always be driven through to the final objective of providing an aid to the disabled and one step further -evaluation of the result.
Latterly, he was concerned about the lot of the surviving victims of the Thalidomide tragedy, recognizing their dwindling numbers, their increasing handicaps and sadly the reducing number of specialist units capable of caring for them. He was campaigning in his own quiet but insistent way to try and evolve some kind of international solution. He was pursuing two other projects of perhaps higher profile following his retirement. The first was to develop a robot for the multi-disabled and the second to compile a document embracing the significant research and experiences worldwide in upper limb prosthetics. My understanding is that he managed to complete the major part of this task -it would be a most fitting moment if one or two of his colleagues from the present and the past were to edit and publish the work. What a tribute that would be! His work was recognized in 1974 by the award of the prize of the Swedish Society for Doctors and his appointment in 1977 as an honorary member of the Swedish Society for Orthopaedic Engineers. His friends and colleagues will remember him for the enthusiasm he imparted, his high intelligence, and straightforward honest approach. He had a special capacity for friendship always strongly cemented and cherished by each one of us privileged to be his friend. He had a highly developed sense of humour but at the same time was a very serious man with a clear sense of purpose. I will remember him especially for the times when he would tease with that special twinkle in his eyes. He would make an apparently outrageous statement which I learnt never to dismiss out of hand -there was always a nugget of important truth to be found.
He will be sorely missed by all of us, but most by his wife Mona, their children and family.
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